Since 1994, Exchange Data International (EDI) has been helping the global financial community make informed decisions with high quality securities reference data, corporate actions, end of day pricing services and we have now added economic data.

The cornerstone of its success lies in its expertise in integrating, aggregating and flexibly delivering structured data to facilitate investment research, administration and processing as well as its ability to fit its clients’ operational requirements.

EDI’s flexible redistribution policies have made EDI a key player in the financial and economic data space. In addition, there is no requirement to expunge the data should you decide to cancel.

Free trials available for all datasets.

GLOBAL ECONOMIC DATA

YOUR GATEWAY TO DEFINITIVE ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE GLOBALLY

With more than 1.7 million carefully selected time series, 6.8 million trend series and around 300,000 forecast series, the Global Economic Data service comprises approximately 8.8 million time series, divided into 9 major databases:

- G7 & Europe
- Forecast
- Eurostat
- Consensus Survey
- Emerging Americas
- Emerging Asia
- Emerging CIS
- Emerging EMEA
- Emerging Africa

THE MOST ACCURATE, COMPREHENSIVE AND TIMELY GLOBAL ECONOMIC DATA

With two decades of experience sourcing and delivering Global Economic data, our staff is an indispensable source of information for:

- Risk management strategy
- Analysing Economic trends
- Assessing Economic Policies
- Monitoring Financial Market Activities
- Formulating Investment Strategies
- Exploring Business Opportunities

Covering over 200 countries/regions across the globe, the databases are updated daily whenever data is released by the source.
KEEP UP TO DATE WITH GLOBAL ECONOMIC DATA

FOR SAMPLE DATA AND DATA COVERAGE PLEASE EMAIL INFO@EXCHANGE-DATA.COM

**TIMELY DELIVERY**

Choose to receive the data via the online platform or FTP data feeds on a daily or weekly basis. Files are available in CSV, XLS or TXT format.

**PROMPT NOTIFICATIONS**

Subscribers of the online service can easily set up daily email alerts and receive up-to-date information directly to their email solutions.
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